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Book & bathe
Rexa Design “Unico Egg” with
storage in White, from $8400, Paco
Jaanson. 1.71m x 88cm x 48cm;
150L capacity.

Straight edge
Latis in White, $5970, Omvivo.
1.6m x 75cm x 60cm; 336L capacity.

Traditional shape
York classic double-ended in
White with Quarrycast base, $3550,
Victoria + Albert. 1.75m x 80cm
x 61.8cm; 276L capacity.

Great price
Rick McLeans acrylic
Modern freestanding,
$1300, Bunnings.
1.72m x 77cm x 75cm;
200L capacity.

BEAUTIFUL BATHS

Traditional, organic and modern designs – just add bubbles,
then sit back and soak for hours in these divine tubs

Lovely legs
Single-ended in Black with ball-andclaw feet, $1247.50, Schots Home
Emporium. 1.535m x 76.2m x 59.5m;
184L capacity.

z splurge!
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High back
Laufen “Palomba Collection”
Solid Surface in White, $9350,
Reece. 1.8m x 89cm x 89cm;
235L capacity.

Solid style
Marc Newson freestanding
in Cristalplant matte finish, $5999,
Caroma. 1.69m x 70cm x 60.5cm.
405L capacity.
For stockists, see page 207.

Organic curves
Oman Stone in Nero,
from $6575, Apaiser. Size
starts from 1.5m x 85.5cm
x 70cm; 280L capacity.
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FROM SCULPTURAL SPOUTS TO FREESTANDING PILLARS,
BATH FILLERS CAN BE A STRIKING DESIGN ELEMENT
COMPILED BY ANNA McCLELLAND

BARGAIN

Scala wall
spa spout, $199, Reece.

Kohler 'Souris' wall-mounted
bath spout, $249, Tradelink.

Brewers 'Dodi'
mounted bath
mixer pillar,
$299, Masters.

MID-RANGE

Hansgrohe 'Pura Vida'
wall-mounted bath spout
in White Chrome, $629, Bathe.

'Pinch'
floor-mounted
bath outlet, $699,
Rogerseller.

'Icon A69.05.BP' wall-set

bath spout. $498,
Astra Walker.

SPLASH OUT

Antonio Miro bath set, $1015,
Paco Jaanson.

Perrin & Rowe 'Classical bath filler
in Chrome, from $1095,
The English Tapware Company.
Home Beautiful BATHROOM RENOVATION GUIDE

Raymor 'Torino'
bath filler,
$1219, Tradelink.
Stockists, page 114. {

r
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HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom

designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases
cases, where budget permits
permits,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.
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LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
Details: tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says. Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass
door or louvres opening to the garden or a bathroom that opens completely to a pond or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES: When it comes to
tapware, the choice is vast. The most
popular option is floor-mounted
tapware to complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
f

fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective. A recent trend is
colourful accessories such as Paco
Jaanson’s Batlo collection, which
features reds, blues and greens.

From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.
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BATHROOMS are not only a place to soak
away troubles, they can add substantially
to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by
bathrooms with simple designs and fresh,
clean and low-maintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending at the
moment, with claw baths adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in,
be it a large window framing lush foliage,
a glass door or louvres opening to the garden or a bathroom that opens completely
to a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom designer Kohler says the key to achieving the look is to
keep the interior uncluttered.
Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual
trick-ery” where wall-hung fixtures, such
as vanities and toilets, create the illusion
of space and allow dead space to be used
for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their
bathrooms every 16-20 years and while
still spending an average of $15,000 they
have adapted their design choices to reflect a desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming bigger
and more functional and in some cases,
where budget permits, the lines between
the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so “the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel
rails have more than
doubled in recent years.
B li d Geels,
Belinda
G l off Reece
R
bathrooms, says these
towel rails are becoming
one of the most
affordable and popular
luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to
tapware, the choice is
vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted
tapware to complement
the look of a
freestanding bathtub.
Also available are wallmounted taps and those
that can be mounted
directly on the bath. But
don’t ignore the small
stuff such as toilet
holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson.
Keeping things simple,
and not following fads,
will ensure your
bathroom doesn’t date

too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is
colourful accessories
such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which
features reds, blues and
greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces
such as stools add flair.
Vanities come in many
designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces
with hidden storage such
as Paco Jaanson’s recent
Rexa Unico Egg Bath
with compartments for
storage.

tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathroo
ms; pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners Kerri and Gerard Maggs, of Dural, created a
captivating bathroom with an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,

the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES:
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective. A recent trend is
colourful accessories such as Paco
Jaanson’s Batlo collection, which
features reds, blues and greens.
FURNITURE:
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
FIND OUT MORE ONLINE:
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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Kerri and Gerard Maggs, of Dural, created a captivating bathroom with an
amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring
g so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bed-

the lines between the main bed
room and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bed-

room and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bed-

room and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resortt feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
n
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the
the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,

,
g p
,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort
ort feel
o
feel, such as the Paco Jaanson op
open
p
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.

Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing the
outdoors in, be it a large window
framing lush foliage, a glass door
or louvres opening to the garden or
a bathroom that opens completely
to a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper, of bathroom
designer Kohler, says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir, of Tradelink, says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bedd
it
bl
i

room and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.

tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says. Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass
door or louvres opening to the garden or a bathroom that opens completely to a pond or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES: When it comes to
tapware, the choice is vast. The most
popular option is floor-mounted
tapware to complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco JJaanson. Keeping
p g
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective. A recent trend is
colourful accessories such as Paco
Jaanson’s Batlo collection, which
features reds, blues and greens.
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.
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HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.

“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au

From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.
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BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,

,
g p
,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom

designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.
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Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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BATHROOMS

BATHING IN
GOOD DESIGN
PLANNED ROOMS ADD VALUE
HOME RENOVATE
BATHROOMS are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. People are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says.
Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass door or
louvres opening to the garden or a
bathroom that opens completely to
a pond, courtyard or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery” where wall-hung fixtures,
such as vanities and toilets, create
the illusion of space and allow dead
space to be used for storage.
Kristy Muir of Tradelink says
consumers are showing a preference for functional, low-profile
bathroom design.
“Australians continue to renovate their bathrooms every 16-20
years and while still spending an
average of $15,000 they have adapted their design choices to reflect a
desire for simplicity, functionality
and value for money,” Muir says.
Muir says ensuites are becoming
bigger and more functional and in
some cases, where budget permits,
the lines between the main bedroom and ensuite are blurring so
“the bathing space is being treated
more like a retreat”.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES
When it comes to tapware, the
choice is vast. The most popular
option is floor-mounted tapware to
complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective.
A recent trend is colourful
accessories such as Paco Jaanson’s
Batlo collection, which features reds,
blues and greens.
FURNITURE
Simple furniture pieces such as
stools add flair. Vanities come in
many designs and with lots of
storage. Look for pieces with hidden
storage such as Paco Jaanson’s
recent Rexa Unico Egg Bath with
compartments for storage.
tradelink.com.au;
reece.com.au/bathrooms;
pacojaanson.com.au;
ke3property.com.au
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Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

Home bathrooms are sporting a resort feel, such as the Paco Jaanson open
design plan, above left. Paco Jaanson’s Batlo collection, above right, reflects the fashion trend of colour blocking.
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BATHROOMS

BATHING IN
GOOD DESIGN

PLANNED ROOMS ADD VALUE
HOME RENOVATE
are not only a place
to soak away troubles, they can add
substantially to a home’s value.
Ke3 Property property director
Monique Eyles says buyers are attracted by bathrooms with simple
designs and fresh, clean and lowmaintenance layouts.
“Retro bathrooms are trending
at the moment, with claw baths
adding sophisticated appeal. Peo-

ple are updating bathrooms to designs popular in a bygone era,”
Eyles says. Another trend is bringing outdoors in, be it a large window framing lush foliage, a glass
door or louvres opening to the garden or a bathroom that opens completely to a pond or patio.
Tom Casper of bathroom
designer Kohler says the key to
achieving the look is to keep the interior uncluttered. Smaller bathrooms benefit from “visual trickery”.

From tub to terrace … Reece’s I Love My Bathroom competition winners
Kerri and Gerard Maggs, from Dural, created a captivating bathroom with
an amazing private garden, outdoor bath and rain shower.

LITTLE EXTRAS
HEATED TOWEL RAILS:
Sales of heated towel rails have
more than doubled in recent years.
Belinda Geels, of Reece bathrooms,
says these towel rails are becoming
one of the most affordable and
popular luxury bathroom items.
ACCESSORIES: When it comes to
tapware, the choice is vast. The most
popular option is floor-mounted
tapware to complement the look of a
freestanding bathtub. Also available
are wall-mounted taps and those
that can be mounted directly on the
bath. But don’t ignore the small stuff
such as toilet holders and seats, says
Ari Zorlu of Paco Jaanson. Keeping
things simple, and not following
fads, will ensure your bathroom
doesn’t date too quickly and remains
cost-effective. A recent trend is
colourful accessories such as Paco
Jaanson’s Batlo collection, which
features reds, blues and greens.
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